
                                    

FACTSHEET  Boxing Day 
Examples of the most frequently asked questions in 2010
… with some of the panel’s most common answers!

How/when to prune wistereria
If it is properly pruned, a grafted wisteria will flower within three years of planting. The secret of success is to build up as much stem with flower buds as possible by pruning. Where there is a mass of growth, then thin some of the stems to prevent the climber becoming congested with a lot of unwanted, whippy growth; as this will prevent sunlight ripening the stems.
Prune the plant in summer, cutting back all the unwanted shoots to within six leaves of the older wood. Allow the main leaders to grow un-pruned but trained in the direction you want them to grow. Shorten back any shoots that grow from the cut branches.
In winter, further reduce the length of the stem to leave 2-3 buds.
It is this wood that will ripen, producing flower buds which open to long, trailing racemes of beautiful wisteria flowers.
During summer, feed regularly with liquid, high potash fertilizer to encourage flower buds and reduce the overall vigour of the climber.
Moving clematis
Because of their varying flowering habits, the panel gave differing answers to this question during 2010. In the main we said to move the plant while still relatively young and with as large a rootball as possible. And do this after flowering.

Suggestions for shade-loving bushes, plants
Many species and cultivars of plants able to flower in the shade, bloom in spring before leaves appear on the trees. These are therefore useful under deciduous trees or shrubs. 'Snowdrops' (Galanthus sp.), 'Dog Tooth Violets' (Erythronium sp) including Erythronium 'Pagoda' with dainty yellow flowers, 'Wake Robin' (Trillium sp.) and 'Arisaema' (Arisaema sp) are ideal in these conditions and 'Periwinkles' (Vinca) make good ground cover
Shrubs such as Rhododendrons, Hydrangeas and Mahonia Ivy, Hostas and ferns add coloured foliage and increase the season of interest. It is important to add plenty of well-rotted organic matter, like homemade compost to the soil and allowing it to settle before planting.
Plants suited to dry shade include Omphalodes cappadocica 'Cherry Ingram', Geranium phaeum the 'Mourning Widow' geranium with dark purple flowers and the white form, 'Album', Euphorbia amygdaloides var. 'robbiae', a spreading Euphorbia with lime green flowers in spring, creeping 'Dead Nettle' like Lamium galeobdolon 'Hermann's Pride' with yellow flowers and white patterning on the leaves, Brunnera macropyhlla 'Jack Frost' with fabulous silvered leaves and Hellebores such as Helleborus foetidus 'Wester Flisk Group' with remarkable red tinted stems and architectural leaves. Epimediums such as evergreen Epimedium alpinum are irresistible, too. Among the ferns are male (Dryopteris filix-mas), golden scale (Dryopteris affinis), soft shield (Polystichum setiferum) and hard shield (Polystichum aculeatum) and 'Hart's Tongue' fern, (Asplenium scolopendrium).
Bedding plants such as Fuchsia, 'Bizzy Lizzy', Begonias and Lobelia grow happily in shade; choose white flowered cultivars which show up well in low light.

How to keep deer, peacock and rabbits away
The panel worked themselves into quite a frenzy with varying answers to this ever-popular question! Our favourite answer of the year came from Chris Beardshaw who suggested using small blocks of soap hanging from trees to deter deer.

Getting more cobs from your sweetcorn
Bob’s often quoted answer is not to over-crowd your planting area and to plant them in blocks as they are wind pollinated. A single row could result in a poor cob yield.

Protecting trees from wood pigeons
Pippa Greenwood says she’d be fibbing if she said that there was an easy solution to this, but there are things you can do to reduce the negative impact that some wildlife (and certainly wood pigeons) can do in your garden.
I find that many vegetables, especially peas and all the brassicas, are often shredded by pigeons. I always protect these using either a net-covered cloche or else pea and bean netting. I drape the fabric over a series of hoops and secure to the ground, fairly taught, using metal tent pegs. Hoops for taller crops such as broccoli or Brussels sprouts are easy and inexpensive to make using a length of old hosepipe (or better still alkathene piping). Drive a length of bamboo cane into each end, then push the canes into the soil so that the pipe or hose forms a sturdy hoop. The same method will also help to keep squirrels off your crops.
Some larger woodland creatures are also deterred by old CDs suspended on twine. Dangle these from the branches of your fruit trees or bushes, or from canes driven in to the soil close to the plants. I find this method especially useful for keeping birds away from fruit trees, and it also seems to help deter deer - the flashes created by both the sun and the moon when their light hits the silver surface works a treat!
And if you're feeling experimental, unwashed human hair tied in to open-weave bags or a section from an old pair of tights, seems to have a useful effect against deer. Tie these 1.5m to 2m (5 to 7 feet) above ground. Human urine (preferably male!) on tree barks also works effectively. Both these methods require regular replenishing, especially after rain.
If rabbits and deer are the main issue, an effective solution is fencing the entire perimeter of the garden, including the gate, with high-tensile stock fencing (minimum height: 1.8m (6ft)), with 2cm hole diameter chicken mesh attached to it (minimum height: 1m (3ft4in). For this to work well you really need to bury the chicken wire mesh 15cm (6in) below ground - making the whole process even more expensive and time-consuming!
For badgers, you should also install 'badger gates' at regular intervals so that they can have free access. If you were tempted not to do this, you can be sure that the badgers will simply make their own way through!
And finally, when all is said and done, remember that the local wildlife and its ancestors probably got there before the houses did, and they do need somewhere to live!


Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
From the GQT team


